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MATHS
Students acquired knowledge about different topics including symmetry,

decimals, prime & composite numbers and multiples & factors etc.



SCIENCE
The students learned about our food and its digestion, different types of nutrients,

safety and first aid, different kinds of habitats in which plants and animals survive,

kinds of fabrics as well as pollution – its causes and prevention in virtual classes.



सौरमंडल व ग्रह

ववभिन्न त्योहार

प्रकृति चित्रण

HINDI
ववद्याचथियों ने ववषय से संबंचिि चित्र बनाए व उनक ं सहायिा से अपने वविार
अभिव्यक्ि ककए ।



SOCIAL STUDIES

Types of seasons- Students learnt about seasons and how

the trees look like in each season.
Students learnt about famous

historical monuments built by

Emperor Akbar.
Students learnt

about the rich

culture of our

country. They

explored and

showcased

different

aspects of

various states.



ENGLISH

Students were asked to use various adjectives

to describe noun with illustration. They

explored their creativity in relevant, interesting

and worthwhile ways to showcase their

innovative ideas while learning adjectives.

They were also able to enhance their creative

skills.

Story enactment with props/puppets:

Students learnt narrative skills, the ability to

understand and retell a story in their own way.

They used voice modulation while narrating the

story and enacted the characters with facial

expressions.



COMPUTER
Experiential learning is a powerful way to engage the students and gives the opportunity to

learn through real life experiences. Students explained the working of computer through

flowchart diagram .They drew the diagram of a building and Solar System using tools of Paint

software.



SPORTS ACTIVITIES
The students were taught asanas, meditation and physical fitness

with an aim to increase their immunity, flexibility and well being.



PARENTS’ FEEDBACK



EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT ACTIVITIES
Every month the school took up a state of India and various learning activities were

conducted throughout the year to bring forth to our students the rich heritage of our

country.

Folk dance of Jharkhand
Costume of 

Punjab Tribes of Chhattisgarh

Cuisine and Folk Art of Andhra Pradesh

Folk dance of 
Maharashtra (Lavani)

Goa Beach Story of Odisha



HOLI CELEBRATION

Students made beautiful Holi scenes to show their enthusiasm for the festival of

colours.


